Recent experiments and simulations have shown that positron beams propagating in plasmas can be focused and also create wakes with large accelerating gradients. 
INTRODUCTION
In the "blow out" regime of tbe plasma wakefield accelerator (PWFA) a high density electron beam exerts a large radial force on the plasma electrons; creating a nearly uniform ion column. As the beam passes through, plasma electrons Nsh back to neutralize the ions creating a large amplitude wake following the drive beam. Tbe wake can be used to accelerate electrons in a trailing beam, or electrons in the tail of the drive beam can be used to The ion column acts as' a thick, underdense; -plasma lens, with a large focusing strength thus producing multiple betatron oscillations as shown in reference 2. For a uniform ion column the force on the beam is linear with radius. In this case, the beam can propagate without distortion or emittance growth.
In the case of a positron beam, plasma electrons flow in to neutralize the beam in a very dynamic way. 
EXPERIMENTAL. SET UP
The experiment was conducted at SLAC as pan of the The plasma channel was produced by placing a mask in the center of the uv laser beam. The mask diameters used were I mm and .6 mm. An ideal plasma channel with rigid walls like that described in Ref. 1, would he difficult to produce due diffusion of the plasma. Since the laser fires -200 ns before the positron beam arrives, this allows some time for diffusion to take place. We believe the beam is propagating in something more like a density depression than an ideal rigid channel. In any c&e this will he referred to as a hollow channel. as well.
Comparison to the case without a channel was performed for the same conditions by removing the mask.
The beam spot size and location was monitored by optical transition radiators (OTR) located upstream (US) and downstream (DS) of the plasma. Focusing and transverse dynamics were observed on the DSOTR verses a uv count which is proportional to the plasma density.
Monitoring of the incoming beam parameters was a simple matter of toggling the uv laser so that no plasma
An imaging spectrometer was set up to monitor the changes in beam energy after traversing the plasma. A permanent dipole bending magnet was used to disperse the beam and quadruple 1enses.were used to image the beam from the plasma exit to an aerogel Cherenkov radiator (CR). Imaging assures that the observed beam energy is true and not due to transverse effects. The magnetic dispersion is a b u t 10 cm or 300 MeV Imm. The CR was imaged onto a CCD camera where changes of the beam energy were observed. CR light was also imaged on to a streak camera (SC) where changes in the beam energy along the pulse were monitored.
The incoming beam has a correlated energy spread of about 350 MeV with the higher energy in the head. Observation of energy gain of tail electrons is difficult unless they gain enough energy to he clearly seen above the energy of the head. By streaking the beam energy in time, we can look at the change in energy along the beam, particularly the energy loss of the middle of the beam and energy gain of the tail electrons.
was produced.
- Figure 1 compares the beam images at the DSOTR with no plasma, to plasma with and without a channel. With the channel the beam propagated and focused without distodon. Without a channel the beam was focused, hut has an unwanted distortion. Figure 2 shows the average beam deflection ,verses uv counts, without the hollow channel. All the points are for the same input beam parameters. The beam was deflected without the channel indicating the plasma profile was radially inhomogeneous and or the beam was tilted. In contrast the heam was noi deflected hut rather guided with the hollow channel.
RESULTS
Guiding occurs when the positron beam is misaligned or at a small angle to the hollow channel axis. The build up of ions on the channel wall, confine the beam by repelling the beam toward the channel axis. show the beam guiding with the hollow channel. ' h e beam moves toward the center location in x, which demonstrates hollow channel guiding. Similarly the beam was also guided in y. 
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- As noted above, the homogeneous plasma actually has a radial profile peaked on axis like the uv laser. Beams not on axis with the plasma were deflKted. A beam on a trajectory moving across the plasma axis would appear to steer toward the axis. This is not guiding as evidenced by the fact that the beam is deflected funher as the plasma density was increased.
The Plasma electrons cross the beam and some oscillate about the axis leading to nonlinear focusing forces-along the beam. The central portion of the beam looses energy as it propagates through the plasma channel. Figure 5 , compares CR images of the energy spectra for no plasma, a low density hollow channel and a high density hollow channel plasma. At low density we see the beam is focused, but no significant energy change. At high density the beam looses significant energy of about 200 MeV. To observe energy gain of the beam tail requires further analysis of the streak camera images. 
